More than three hundred years ago, Ole Rømer measured the speed of light only by observing the periodic shifting of the observed eclipse arrival times of Jupiter's moons arising from the varying Earth-Jupiter distance. The same method of measuring the periodic modulation of delays is still used in astrophysics. The ideal laboratories for this effect are eclipsing binaries. The unique system V994 Her consists of two eclipsing binaries orbiting each other. However, until now it was not certain whether these are gravitationally bound and what their orbital period is. We show that the system is in fact quintuple and the two eclipsing binaries are orbiting each other with period about 6.3 years. This analysis was made only from studying the periodic modulation of the two periods, when during the periastron passage one binary has an apparently shorter period, while the other one longer, exactly as required by a theory. Additionally, it was found that both inner eclipsing pairs orbit with slightly eccentric orbits undergoing a slow apsidal motions with a period of the order of centuries.
INTRODUCTION
Eclipsing binaries are ideal astrophysical laboratories, and even more than a century of their intensive photometric and spectroscopic monitoring, they still represent the best method to determine the masses, radii and luminosities of stars. Thanks to modern ground-(and space-) based telescopes we are able to discover these objects in other galaxies and to apply the same methods as used in our Solar neighborhood. One very specific method is the analysis of their orbital periods. Using the precise times of minima (centers of the eclipses of the components), we can determine if the system's period is constant, accelerating, decelerating, or periodically alternating. If we detect a periodic shifting of the times of minima, we determine that there is an additional component in the system, which is orbiting around the barycenter with the eclipsing pair. If the system is moderately inclined to the observer, the light from the eclipsing binary needs more and less time to reach us, as it moves away and closer to the observer as it orbits the unseen component. This method is in fact the same as used in the 17th century ⋆ E-mail: zasche@sirrah.troja.mff.cuni.cz by Ole Rømer when measuring the finite speed of light using the eclipse times of Jupiter's moons, see e.g. Cohen (1940) .
THE SYSTEM V994 HER
Dealing with the eclipsing binaries, we have a few advantages. First of all, there are currently thousands of eclipsing binaries known. Moreover, the time baseline of observations for some eclipsing binaries is more than a century long. Importantly, the observations are very easy to obtain, even with small telescopes. This is the case of one very interesting eclipsing system V994 Her (HD 170314, ADS 11373 AB; V = 7.00 mag). In 2008 it was discovered (Lee et al. 2008 ) that V994 Her is the first (at that time) system consisting of two eclipsing binaries. From one point on the sky we can see two different sets of eclipses, one with the period of PA = 2.08 days, while the other one has a period of PB = 1.42 days. The star was also observed with the Hipparcos satellite (Perryman et al. 1997) , however the strange eclipsing behavior was missed for about 15 years. The complete study of this interesting system was made (Lee et al. 2008 ) also on the basis of their new spectroscopic observations, yielding a set of physical parameters of all four eclipsing components. Their study showed that the system consists of two pairs: A (B8V + A0V), and B (A2V + A4V). All components are well-detached and still located on the main sequence. Both orbits are slightly eccentric.
On the other hand, one important question arises, whether the two eclipsing components comprise one gravitationally bounded system, or the system is only an optical binary. The mutual orbital period of the two pairs can be very long and long-time monitoring is rather time consuming. The system V994 Her also contains one more distant component observed interferometrically (Mason et al. 2001) , whose period was estimated of about a few thousand years. Therefore, the authors (Lee et al. 2008 ) speculated that the two eclipsing pairs could be identified with these two visual components. For a brief review of quadruple systems with two eclipsing binaries see Cagaš & Pejcha (2012) . Currently we know only six such systems, BV + BW Dra, V994 Her, CzeV343 (Cagaš & Pejcha 2012) , KIC 4247791 (Lehmann et al. 2012) , TYC 3807-759-1 (Lohr et al. 2012) , and OGLE LMC-ECL-16549 (Graczyk et al. 2011 ), see Table 1.
ANALYSIS
Here we introduce an original approach of delay-time variations of both eclipsing pairs, showing that the system is in fact quintuple and the two inner pairs are orbiting around each other with much shorter period. We obtained many new observations of both pairs, as well as re-analyzed the Hipparcos and ASAS (Pojmanski 2002) photometry. The individual times of minima are presented in Table A1 . These data were analyzed simultaneously in a combined approach of fitting both orbits together, using a well-known method usually called "Light-time effect", or "Light-travel-time effect" (hereafter LTTE), described elsewhere, e.g. Irwin (1959) or Mayer (1990) . This method has been used for dozens of binaries in the past, however, V994 Her is the first eclipsing binary system, where the method can be applied to both binaries. The main advantage of this approach is that both eclipsing pairs serve as strictly periodic "stellar lighthouses", whose apparent period changes can be studied.
We used our new code for computing this combined approach of deriving both inner orbits (their periods, and apsidal motion), together with the long orbit of mutual motion of the two pairs. Altogether 15 parameters were fitted, using all available times-of-minima observations (for A and B pairs: (25+36) published minima together with (18+17) our new unpublished data points).
In Figure 1 we plot the O-C diagrams for A and B pairs, showing their period changes (the y-axis) with respect to the time (the x-axis). In these plots the positive y values indicate that the detected signal occurs later, while the negative values indicate earlier detection than predicted from strictly periodic linear behavior. As one can see, the rapid period changes near the periastron passage are clearly visible for both pairs. Most of the parameters for the LTTE fits for A and B are mostly the same. The exceptions are the omega angles (the argument of periastron, ωA = ωB + 180
• ), and the (O − C) amplitudes (AA and AB, see below). The longterm modulation arises from the apsidal motion of the inner orbits, because both are slightly eccentric. For the final parameters of the fit see Table 2 .
RESULTS
The main result of our analysis is the discovery that the two eclipsing pairs orbit around each other and show also detectable period modulation together with a slow apsidal motion. The period of the motion of apsides for pair A resulted in about (627 ± 439) years, while for pair B the period is about (113 ± 10) years.
From the parameters of LTTE we determine the semimajor axis of the LTTE orbit, and using the distance from the Hipparcos satellite (Perryman et al. 1997 ) of π = (3.90 ± 0.74) mas, we also derive the angular separation of the two eclipsing binaries on the sky. This resulted in an angular separation of ∆α12 = (27.6 ± 6.8) mas, which is well within the limits for modern stellar interferometers, hence its discovery is expect soon. Moreover, this indicates that (Eggleton & Tokovinin 2008) .
From the parameters of LTTE one can also calculate the mass function of the distant body f (m3) = (m3 sin i)
, see e.g. Mayer (1990) . Using the masses of both pairs as determined by Lee et al. (2008) , we can also calculate the inclination between the eclipsing binary and the LTTE orbit. If we label the inclination between the orbit of pair A and the LTTE orbit as "iA", and vice versa for B, then one can derive:
From this equation and the mass function found from the LTTE, we can directly determine the inclination between the orbits. This results in iA = 37.1 • ± 7.3
• , while iB = 36.8
• ±6.8
• . Evidently, the inclinations, as derived from both A and B pairs, are comparable, and hence we know the absolute orientation of the orbit in space. This is the first time that the mutual inclination between the orbits of the eclipsing pairs has been measured. Only about twenty other 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

V994
Her is an interesting target for a future study. However, there still remain some open questions. For example, these include a detection of the distant component in the spectra and determination of its orbital period, etc. Additionally, some of the orbital elements of the 6.3-yr orbit are still unknown -for instance the longitude of the ascending node Ω. The long-term evolution of outer and inner orbits should be studied over longer time scales. However, detecting the mutual motion of the two eclipsing pairs is a unique discovery and we can still hope to find similar configurations also in other multiple systems.
Surprisingly, for this analysis there was no need of spectroscopic observations for the radial velocities of the longperiod system, that would be rather complicated with current observing time allocations on larger telescopes needed for such studies. It is noteworthy that all of our new observations were carried out with 20-cm aperture or smaller telescopes by an amateur astronomer. As clearly demonstrated by this study, scientifically valuable results can be secured with small telescopes by amateur observers.
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